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from a small child, are not my father and off the precini
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and briars, had here given place to a new mother
_ _ sorry to
....
L. ice, down the steep side ftf
Maryland in Africa, it appears by thé
mother by relationship, and tI am
published every Saturday morning, by
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framed house of one story, which, together
say they are not more so by their treatment briars, bushes, and fallen tree tops, till it Report of the late Rev. Mr. Gould, in the
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with the appearance of the out buildings
'OfficeoiitheMain-Street,-opposite theMeeting- House.
—often, too often, have thej' made me to struck with a faint splash in the water be last number of the Colonization Journal, is
and the well cultivated grounds adjoining,
a Colony holding out very flattering pros
terms of the gazette and palladium.
feel that I am the child of other parents?’
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even
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such
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cautiously around him, he took his valise
ed population to make it their home. It is
a thing before, and I never suspected any
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under his arm, and proceeded leisurly on to
"¿«of malignam l,umo^
immensely rich, not only in the necessaries
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wards the settlement.
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‘ I am so glad he is gone,, and without and comforts ot life, but in many other pro
ence?’
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ductions ministering to its delightful enjoy
Ml“lber of surprising 47 ^
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discovering us !’ halfaudibly exclaimed May
pening oi our tale, a young man and maiden
charged for its insertion.
DroP'’> not onl, in Bosl0„ "
“ O yes, in your presence ; and even the first to rouse from the mute surprise ment.
might have been seen leaving the door of
The emigrant thither, may, in Mr. G?s*
when you are in lhe neighborhood they are
the cottage we have described, and leisurely
witn which they had witnessed the whole
MISCELLANEOUS
opinion, founded upon experience gathered
more
cautious
in
their
cruelty,
but
as
soon
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transaction that so suddenly came and ter from residence, confidently reckon upon
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rection to intersect the mtiin road at the ter as you are fairly out of the settlement for minated, like the detached scene of some confirmed health after the seasoning, as it
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and award to the author of ‘ May iMartin, or i/J the age of about twenty-five, was in the full You have been told of a pedlar who under How strangely he talked to himself! Don’t health, industry and tolerable management,
you
think
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conduct
very
singular
?
wnnessed its Sllrp
bloom
of
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hardv
the prize of $50, for the best
the soil, which.is remarkably easy of culti
tale, and to the author of the ‘ Ode to Silence,’ robust, and well formed frame was graced took to be my suitor the year before you
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popular articles k,wn(o^
but he really displayed considerable cool
with an open, frank and highly intelligent
>^an tWO Huraor°us pieces having
never shall forget their meanness in trying philosophy in the death and burial of his ven our Maryland gootl lands, pours forth ,
>l«tnlS) and indeed it is fa? U?
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an exuberant plenty.
,,.y" publlc «dotation, thr^
horse, as he termed tumbling him down the
were not presented for our decision.
7 uous disposition, a light heart, and the of the country, as4 have often thought.”
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4 Who and what can he be ?’
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capacity to govern and render it available__ i
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He may
exhibiting in his person a fine sample of the 1a treatment, and in what manner is it usual
The articles growing at the Colony when
ly exercised ..?’
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be a horse thief fearful of pursuit and detec-, The report was made, were the following,
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physical powers, and generally of moral
MAY MARTIN :
the reason. As regards the manner, it is no ply.—But I am more inclined to believe pine apples,gourd, pawpaws, plantains, ba«digestion, Loss of Appttilifi
qualities which quailed at no ordinary ob
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personal violence that I complain of ; but is him some watched smuggler, who was ri nana, pepper, figs, okra, Indian corn, sugar
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A Green Mountain Tale.
it much less painful to be insulted, despised ding for life to meet and secrete some goods cane, cotton, fboth native and xAmerican)
Cholic, Bilious Affecting
ther to chance, nor the invigorating effects
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In one of those rough and secluded towns, tion of these very powers and qualities hated ?’
1 hese gentry often take this back road for
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cassada,
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This
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news
to
situated in the heart of the Green Moun themselves, which only could incite them to
their excursions, I am told?
years in England and An®
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I will
tains, is a picturesque little valley, contain forsake the ease and comfort of an old set me, but it must not, shall not be.
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shed their reputation, is
melons, cantelopes, Aicumbers, squashes
this moment return and see them, and se
pearance any better than his actions ; how
f it to observe, that for redundaj ing, perhaps, something over two thousand tlement, with the certainty of entering hard
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in that section of the country by the appel which men of common mould would shrink my name is William Ashley, their house any one was in sight. And how cruel io is a.continual growth of all these articles,
c. they will undoubtedly pro; lation of The Harwood Settlement, so call
and some of them produce for years succes
this day ceases to be your home?
beat his horse so, and then kick the poor sively.
with dismay. His fair companion was evi
serviceable than those drasticI
“ Oh no ! not for the world 1 not a step, creature as he was dying !’
ed from the name of the original proprietor dently quite youthful—Her person was
*
Fish of many kinds, and of very superior
’quently employed, and will« !«f the valley. As if formed by some giant
not a word,—if you love me, not a word to
1 Nor did I like the appearance of the fej- flavor, are in great abundance.
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same time tend to remove tliei hand, literally scooping out the solid moun rather slightly formed, but of closely knit them of what I have told you. I would not
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at
all,
and
I
confess
I
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not
quite
sat.
too, are to be had of an excellent relish.
use by gentle motions, and si® tain and moulding it into shape and propor and beautifully rounded proportions, which leave them at this late period, I can bear
isfied with my own solution of the affair •
were indebted for their almost faultless
restive organs, but improved
Mr. Gould, who was well known in Calwith them a few months longer, and then— but I haye no further leisure at present to
tion, the whole valley presents the exact re r-------------■
■
vart and Anne Arundel counties as an ac
d renovate the system.
arts ,°f ’"<• then,
»ho
.kn’ she continued hesi
'
lows,
semblance of an oval basin whose sides are fashion, but solely to the hand of unrestrain
bestow in useless conjectures—perhaps one tive friend of the people of color, and
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color, ana
composed of a continuous ridge of lofty hills ed naffire, giving a free and graceful mo tating and blushing as she dashed aside the r,r
œîlKL f F k ay eaJn more hereafter that Whose opportunities of information were extear that had gathered in her eye at ' the re
bordering it around, and broken only bv
STubjeCt—And now’ CeIlent and weI1 ^’Ployed, thus entitling all
DR. RELFE’S,..^ two narrow outlets at its northerly and tion, and a step as light and agile as that of cital ofher wrongs, and looked up ardhly to M iv m°L !g £
/’ y dearest May> I n>ust go, leaving he has said to the most respectful considerthe young fawn of the mountains among
her lover,1 who knows whether I am then VOU to return tn tho kn<i^ „1.___ 5
VEGETABLE SPECIFIC southerly extremities. The eastern part of
°
.•
you to return to the house alone?
which she was reared. The complexion of
ation, adds the following :
Stck Headache, tyc. Price
this valley is covered by one of those trans her face, however, was rather too dark to to find a better home ?”
4 O, not yet?
44 In conclusion, permit me to say, that
4 Who knows ? Ah, May, let the time
None are genuine unless sigi parent ponds, which are so beautifully char be delicate, or to give full effect to the rich
1 Indeed ! indeed I must linger no lon• the climate (for the colored people,J the
for proving this but arrive ; for, by all that
acteristic
ofVermontane
scenery,
laying
in
>ide printed wrapper by lhesis
ger—-see ! the sun is nearly to the moun
brown tresses that encircled her high fore
is true and sacred in honor, or in love I tains. But once more, May, do you love soil and productions of Maryland in Liberi,T. Kidder, immediate swi the form of a carescent, and extending along head and fell profusely in natural ^ringlets
a, can only be justly appreciated by those
swear.’
me ?’
ate Dr. W. T. Conway. E beneath the closely encircling mountains down her finely arched neck.
And her
who have visited the colony. One half the
4
O
no,
no,
no
!
’
interrupted
the
girl
with
4 O, too much !’
Counting Room, over No.99/ on the east nearly the whole length of the features also, though regular, were remarka
labour necessary in this country to enable
returning
vivacity,
and
with
that
playful
interior
landscape,
forever
mirroring
up
( And will be true ?’
near Concert Hah, Boslon(<
ble only for the wonderful vivacity of their
lhe colored man barely to live, will secure
tact, with which woman so well knows how
from its darkly bright surface, faintly or
4 Forever 1’
special appointment, by
expression ; though now, as she and her
for him in the colony the greatest abund
‘ Then, dearest girl, may the great one
OHN LILLIE, Kennebunk, vividly, as cloud or sunshine may prevail, companion pursued their way from the to quell the storm she has raised in the less
ance of all the necessaries and many of the
versatile
bosom
of
man.
‘
O
no
;
don
’
t
the
mode}
’
groups
of
the
sombre
forest,
above us preserve you,—farewell, farewell !’ luxuries of life. The climate to his Constitu
4MUEL POPE, Keniieim^
house some rods in silence, her mind seem
when the more slender and softer tinted ed absent, or absorbed by some care her swear at me—J have enough of that at home?
‘ Farewell '? sighed lhe tearful girl in ac
. LITTLEFIELD, Welk
The lovers, having now arrived at the cents soft and broken as the dying murmur tion is as genial as the climate of Maryland;
beech and maple seem struggling for a looks were quiescent and unmeaning,’ and
place among the rough and shaggy forms her dark blue eye seemed sleeping in ab end of their walk, seated ih^'Wv. 3 amidst of the distant cascade with which they mine- The rains in the rainy seasons are sufficient
ly moderate, and the heat in the dry sea
a cluster of low evergreens oa thebrink of a led on the air.
An instant, and Ashley
G
HAIRO Oi the Sturdy hem,ock’ Peer,°g head over straction—but now her lover spoke and a
head, up the steeply ascending cliffs of the thousand variant emotions came flittering high bank, to indulge a while, before the stood in the road below giving the last lin sons is never so oppressive as we have here 
Il ages of the world, a beautifiilh,
Al
final adieu, in that luxury of loVe, the inter gering look of parting,—another, and he in lhe months of July and August.
air has been considered the g« woody precipice, while here and there, at over her countenance—a smile of peculiar
change of the mutual pledges of affection had disappeared from the sight of his sor though the seasons in Africa have been di
distant
intervals,
towering
high
over
all,
it ever bestowed by nature Dpt;
sweetness played on her lips, her cheeks
The scenery of rowful companion who slowly and pensive vided into the rainy and the dry, there is in
n frame, and indispensably hecs stands the princely pine, waving its majes were wreathed in dimples, and her eyes on the eve of separation.
the latter no lack of sufficient rain to pre
irfection of personal beauty. Itai tic head in solitary grandeur, a striking but fairly sparkled with a light of the soul that the spot was well calculated to enchance the ly pursued her lonely way back to her now
natural interest of the moment, and hallow more than ever, dreary and joyless home at serve from decay both field and garden veg- ’
al coinplaint of young persons,# melancholy type of lhe aboriginal Indian
seemed at the instant to have taken perch
etables—and in the former there is no des
it to their feelings. Some twenty or thirty the cottage we have already described.
is falling off or becoming dryat still occasionally found lingering among us, within them—
r
olating tempests and inundating torrents as
ly ; this may be owing totlieif the only remaining representative of a once
feet below, and almost directly under their
[ To be continued.']
44 May,” said he,« May my girl, do you
are
known to prevail in the windward set
if improper and injurious oils,orli powerful race, which have receded before
feet, the road, just emerging from the woods,
know that I have invited you out for this
tlements. In these respects Cape Palmas
i neglect of the hair. WitW|
the march of civilized men, now destined little walk only to bid you adieu, and that wound along on a scanty jut, or shelf of the
Effects of Parental Indulgence.—It is is unquestionably superior to all other parts
ion, diseases of the hair willmv
hill-side, which immediately beyond, formed
notorious that indulged children should be of the coast north of it?’— Balt. Gazette.
iften found to occasion tbiw no more to flourish the lords of the plain too for a considerable season ?”
a lofty precipice terminating in the stream, come hard hearted, ungrateful, cruel to their
T, and frequently total baldnis -and the mountain. This pond discharges • l N° !~sure,y
repbed the girl pausing
evils and the necessary inconvj its surplus waters at its southern extremity in her step, and looking up into the manly that rushed in stifled murmurs swiftly down parents in advanced life. There is no true
It is now more than twenty years ago--i>
ling them, Ward’s Vegetable J in a pure stream of considerable size, features ofher lover with an expression of its rugged channel, deeply embowered in and abiding love towards a parent, where
before steamboats and rail roads had super
the
overhanging
forest
beneath.
The
cool
which
here,
as
if
in
wild
glee
at
its
escape
>e found in all cases a sure remj
there is not genuine respect for authority,
lively concern—« surely, you are not going
iffering this Oil to the public «¡1 from the embrace of its parent waters, leaps
spray, stealing through the dark foliage of then despise him, then hate him, then re seded the former tedious and fatiguing modes
your
journey
so
soon
?
”
of travelling between the extremities and the
in hundreds of cases oibaliM at once, from a state of the most unruffled
the lofty fir and spruce, whose roots were ;
sent, disregard and abuse him.
They centre of the Union—that a’number of mem
« Yes, May, I have a horse in readiness
and falling off of the hair and"
grasping
the
rocky
margin
of
the
stream
a
(
vebeeii?
oveT a ledgy barrier, and, with at the village below, and thither I propose
claim it as a right to have their wishes grat bers of Congress, returning to the East by
nee its salutary effects have bee^
i
T l „„„or r«:ip(hik no*sy reverberations, goes bounding along walking to-night, to be prepared for an ear hundred feet below, and whose wavy and ified
; they revenge
refusal.
Why o,,uu,u
should waterfrom a winter’s session in. Washington,
miration.
It
has
never
f
:l
"
Tl °
iTdbeauiffu'growthorih^ frora cliff to cliff, in a series of romantic casattenuated tops now seemed almost within Ihpvnnt?
i
ly start for Massachusetts in the morning
”
nr!L"°iÙ'T
the euuuimg
enduring all
the annoyance
annoyance oi
of aa sea
voyage,
• . ,
. 1 I /yLie b|Ut1 catP
1 j’,ng out toe
an me
sea voyage
lornihg.
”
the
grasp
of
the
hand,
was
visibly
rising
aand to check that fallingoffr cades, down a deep ravine, till the lessening
principles
in
which
he
has
educated
them,
with,adverse
winds,
in
the
narrow
cabin
of
44 And how soon will you return 1? “’
thwart the bright pencils os the struggling
occurs. In cases where it be# echoes are lost in the sinuosities of the outThe parent has taught them so.
44 Perhaps I may be absent nearly two
He
has
one
of
the
packets
which
plied
between
sunbeams
in
glittering
vibrations
to
the
heav

ceases to grow, this Oil will wj ilet of the valley. From the western shore
not trained them up in the way they should
months.”
7 7 Baltimore (or some other port) and Boston,
ens, and with grateful freshness came ming go, but in the way they would go.' He has
the iaiiu
land rises in genjr it healthy
neaitny and
ami produce
prvuuw awf
- , of this sheet of water
wutci me
44 So very long
■ found it difficult to beguile the hours of their
ling on lhe senses with the balmy odour of
iful growth, without the leasti| Me undulations, and with a gradual ascent.
suffered human wisdom to reverse the man
44 Most probably—my business is such as
i
J .
Mil«ML.
I
..
°
}
the birch and gilead. While the seemingly date of divine. He has accommodated his heaviness, or the days of their wearisome
lost
the 1UUV
foot „I
of the inouniains,
mountains, wnicn
which
Dosi delicate
ucnvaiv head
..y«- 5.
?. ■■ , , f,,J>ack to n.v
may lead to delays—but why so concerned, low encircling firmament canopied their
length and sameness.
There were no
bllow after using it.
8 1 here, as on every other side ; rear their evert BIM.. /- .
5 rear
ever- May ? this one more absence and then__ ”
government to their selfish wills, instead of amusements on board, and few had been
h so often takes place after*heads with that deep and rich cerulean so
1 nv u8in/tb7<;green,s?Traits to the clouds> standing asubduing these wills to rightful authority.
44 Yes, yes, I know what you would sav,
asily preventedOil
by has
using!
peculiar to the woody glens of the Green The consequence is, a continued, a grow provident enough to take books with them.
everbe/'roi,nd t",s vast fortress of nature as huge but why is even this absence necessary
One there was, however, who had been
In
short
no
C:!
b'
“
’
avl
Mountains
;
and
all
around
and
above
them
uihne tnaiaivcs such u«i^entjnels. po^^d along the lofty outworks to
ing misunderstanding and variance between more thoughtful in this respect than the rest,
It is but right that you should know,
e public that gives
and stands the test of exyei* oafR^wHh the careering hurricanes that iMay, and I will tell you—it is now nearly a was breathing a purity, and shedding a tran them and their parents, then between them
m and stanus
and had in his trunk a few miscellaneous
quil brightness beautifully emblematical,
fury on their immovable sides, and
and their teacher, then between them and books, which he kindly lent to his acquaint
year since I contracted for the land ^on
id receive on their own unscathed which I made a pitch in this settlement. alike of the innocent and unalloyed affec their bible, then between them and their
ances. Among these books happened to be
0nebu/k>April25,«35^>
e shafts of the lightning descending The time for a payment when I am to re tions ot tlieir gushing hearts, and their sun God, and this breach gradually widens to
Gulliver’s Travels, which fell into the hands
ctims to the valley below, while ceive a title has nearly arrived, and 1 am ny anticipations of the future.
an impassable gulf.
ot a worthy Member of‘ Congress, now no
Their enjoyment of these happy moments,
erily bandy from side to side the going to gather up lhe little pittance of prop
more, whose life had been too laboriously
] E undersigned would ji’6*111 ’
however, was soon to be interrupted. Their
hoes of the thunder peal with their
Anecdote.—A countryman, one day cal employed for his reading to have been very
d copartnership
erty which I earned with my own hands,
attention was now arrested by the sounds of led upon me, when I had walked out ; he
irethreri of the opposite rampart,
and left invested in my native state, when I
extensive or discursive, so that he was not
■en them, under the firm
,
the beauty of the minor features of departed for the wild woods of Vermont, clattering hoofs in lhe road below ; and was shown into the library, till I had return familiar with lhe Classics, even of his moth
MILLER &
cape surpassed by the bold gran and which I now need to enable me to turning their eyes to the spot from whence ed, and I found him reading Johnson’s Dic
t day dissolved, by mut»«l ?«J,.
the noise proceeded they beheld a single tionary, for his amusement. 4 1am afraid’ !er tongue. The book of travels was, in his
ge main outlines
The interior of meet this payment.”
ER having rdtn^ta-r
situation, a mine of wealth to him. He be
horseman urging, with cruel applications of
for a mile in extent, uniformly
44 It is right then, I presume, that you go, the whip, his faltering steed up the hill to said I, 4 you have a dull book there? 4 Ab,’ took himself to its perusal with the greatest
ore to r. Hall,
, j
•do the eastward, is checkered with but yet I dread your absence.”
said the man 4 they are braw stories, but avidity, and scarcely suffered himself to eat,
es3atthe stand
wards the settlement. When nearly oppo
alternations of town and woodland,
all persons indebted t tD. , 1
44 Dread ! I hardly dared to hope that my site, or rather under the spot where our lov they are unco' short.’
drink, or sleep, till he had mastered its con
richly clothed in their season with
ed to make
presence was sq much valued, May?’
tents. After he had got through with it
L
ers
sat
concealed
from
view
by
the
boughs
44 Dick what are you about there ?” said
f and lighter verdure of the cultivams having demands g
#
44 How vain now !—no, no, I did not
and had perhaps read it over a second time;
11
, or the deep-tinted and exuberant mean that—I have other reasons for dread of their covert, the horse paused, staggered a gentleman to his servant whom he saw he returned the volume to his travelling
an instant, and fell with his rider to the loitering about the barn. 44 Catching rats
f the forest.
While a thousand ing your absence.”
Xarseh„PX,Cbe6eytded^
’ companion, with expressions of unfeignei
ground. The poor animal after a few con sir !”
rills come dancing down from the
44 And what can they be, dearest May ?” vulsive flounderings, gasped feebly, and
admiration of the surprising discoverie
>f the partnersis
44
And
how
many
have
you
caught
?
”
ling heights to meet the morning
« I have often thought I would never dis died on the spot. 4 Damn the luck !’ ex
which it narrated. But, added he, after
44 Why, sir, when I get the one I’m after
ilace.
glittering in his first smile, as he turb your feelings by the story of my little
pause,
as a doubt passed over his mind, D
ntrehunlt, Angusj)g^_
claimed the traveller, giving the dead car nowand another one it will make two !”
over the eastern barrier on his re- troubles.”
you think it’s all true ?
5
cass
two
or
three
spiteful
kicks,
4
damn
the
o’ his diurnal circuit.
44 Troubles I and not tell me May—you luck, the horse is dead ! However,’ he con
It was impossible not to be reminded i
Joe was standing upon the piazza at Ty this anecdote, by the manner in which tl
! peridd of which we are about to surprise and disturb me already-to whom
tinued
after
a
short
pause
occupied
in
ta

ler’s in Lowell, the other day, when a John lunar discoveries have been received in Ne
1VING
’
e rude dwellings of the small band should you confide them, if not t0 rae
king a hasty glance up and down the road,
his interest m '
s, who then inhabited the valley,
44 True, Mr. Ashley, true<, if you take the and then over the precipice,4 however, dead Raw came up, and after looking at the York.—Nat. Int.
pillili i
guide board which says 44 Concord 33
ied by them,
ttered at different intervals along interest m me which you profess—to you
3 ’nd'°TdrMr H™li»*i■ '!1
which entering from the south, certainly if to any one would I confide them. horses like dead men, will tell no tales— miles,” turned and asked Joe, 44 how far is it
There is much force in the moral of tl
mend iV1
Mr.n
Bir1
And here’s grave to Concord !”-r-4 The man who tends the
' recommend
r*?Tt*heir en^
>und the westerly margin of the And indeed should any thing happen to me that is, if well buried.
old fable: (i A man had the choice
enough
down
this
bottomless
gulf
in
all
con

every way de®rfbig’a„d theHi
guide board has gone out,’ said Joe.
d passed off through the interlap- in your absence in consequence of their ex
committing the least of three offences—mt
and^hopes that h«
mntains towards Canada. Of these istence, I should wish perhaps I had appri science, I should think—so now for a speedy
der, robbery, or drunkenness.
He chc
i and customers wm
funeral?
So
saying
and
hastily
unlacing
a
4 Will you accept of my arm ?’ said a gen the latter, got drunk, and then committ
gs the largest, and most respectable zed you of the difficulties which beset me—”
small
valise,
attached
to
the
crupper
of
the
^15“^
tleman to a pert young damsel ; to which the other two.”
,‘arance, was the one situated in the
44 O tell me, tell me, May.”
somewhat tattered saddle, and filled appa
outherly part of the valley. The
«1 will—You already know that Mr. rently with clothing, he grappled with main she made the following very appropriate
; house of the pioneer, still standing II and Mrs. Martin^ with jyhom I have lived
reply,—4 No I thank jou, sir, I have two
The best.furniture in a house is a vir
lived I strength the body of the horse5 and rolled it of myr own?
Sept. 12.
^us womans
dch last case the
ury fails.
Thev P ° tef,cuti
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CINCINNATI, AUG. 28.
[ At the annual meeting of the Medical
-pg,
and one schooner of war together with a ForA Senator wellfogged.—We learn from an ciety of Maine held at Brunswick, on the^f
tuguese vessel of war and an English sloop
FOREIGN NEWS.
renellinsr the authentic source, that Thomas Morris, the inst. the following officers were elected/or •pounds
of war, «.«saiatnrl
assisted tt»#»
the Prpsirlnnt
President in repelling
ure of
natives, but without success, and dropped Van Buren Senator in Congress, from this the ensuing year, viz :-John Hubbard, JresLatestfrom Europe.—The packet ship Uni
?d by
down to Cape Antonio on the 24th, having State and who so shamelessly misrepresents . dent; Burleigh Smart, 1st V ice President;
ted States has arrived at New York, bringing
the will of the majoritv of the people of Ohio,! Josiah Prescott, 2d Vice President; James
tated
on
'board
3000
inhabitants,
who
had
escaped,
London papers to Aug. 8. The Irish Church
landing the females and children at the Island got a severe and well deserved flogging, a McKee», Cor’g Secretary ; Ebenezer Wells,
iti ng
Bill had passed the House of Commons in
short
time
ago,
in
the
town
of
Bethel,
the
Rec
’
g
Secretary
;
Tobias
Purinion,
Treasurer,
of Meragy, Under the care of a guard. The
Salt
the second reading, by a majority of 87 votes.
place
of
his
residence.
Ce^ori.-Drs.
John
Hubbard,
Ebenezer
men he had organized for the purpose of re
wet
The harvest throughout England was prom
The
particulars
are
represented
to
usas
folWells,
Jonathan
Page
Joseph
Gilman,
Joseph
taking the place if possible. Commodore
ed,)
ising.
lows:
—
A
little
son
of
Mr.
George
Abrams,
H.
Estabrook,
Jesse
W.
MighelsandLafayTaylor had declared the city of Para under
The French papers describe at great length
)b’s
(a
highly
respectable
gentleman
of
that
town)
ette
Perkins.
_
_
blockade.
the proceedings at the funeral ofthe victims
Counsellors.—For York,. Drs. Moses Sweat,
went into the orchard of Mr. Jefferson Morore
The
brig
Mercator,
with
the
American
ofthe assassination of July 28. A new law
' For
en,
Consul on board as passenger, C. J. Smith, ris, a son of the Senator’s, to gather some ap- Burleigh Smart and B. C. Greene,
had been proposed in the Chamber of Depu
pies,
by
Jefferson
’
s
permission,
and
being
.
Cumberland,
Drs.
Jesse
W.
Mighels,
E.
Bui'or
Esq. has arrived since we received the ac
ties, imposing severer penalties for offences of
For
Lincoln,
Drs.
\, '’®
count of the Revolution at Para from Capt. found on the premises by the Senator, was bank ajid^Jona.^Page^ Fn,<
ns,the press. Pensions had been voted to the
James- M’Keen, Moses
*
- Shaw and A. S. Clark.
Tuttle. We learn from him, the following i severely beaten by him with a tremendous T
relatives of Marshal Mortier and the officers
For Kennebec, Drs. Amos Nourse, John Bar
stick.
The
boy
repeatedly
declared
to
Mor

additional particulars :—The President hav-!
who perished on the 28th July. A narrative
en
ker and Alfred Pierce. For Oxford, Drs.
ing taken no precautionary measures against '■ ris, while suffering under the infliction of his
of the proceedings at the funeral of the vic
est
blows, that Jefferson Morris had given him Ruel Barrows, Leander Gage and La Fayette
that
attack,
which
was
daily
expected,
and
of;
tims of the assassination, in Galignani’s Mes
ify
which he had been repeatedly advised, both ! permission to take the apples. This, howev Perkins. For Somerset, Drs. James Bates
senger, concludes thus :—
and James Bowen. For Waldo, Drs. Hollis
ck
by deserters and letters from the Chief of the , er, did not shield the boy from a most cruel
The funeral ceremony terminated at about
Monroe and Joseph H. Estabrook. For Han
he
Rebels, Antonio Vinagre, who had threaten beating.
half past 4 o’clock, and at that hour the King
Mr. Abrams, highly incensed at the treat cock, Dr. Joseph L. Stevens. For Penobscot,
ed to fall upon the city, unless his brother
•sand Royal Family quitted the church. His
Pedro, who was then a prisoner on board the ment his son had received, met the Senator Drs. J. P. Dickinson, Jotham Moulton and
1er
Majesty and the Princes on horseback, and a
John
Ricker.
Mexican ship of war, was released, the for in the street a few days afterwards and gave
s.few minutes before the Queen and Princess
Standing
Committee.
—
Jesse
W.
Mighels,
eigners and native residents had confided him a very severe flogging with his fists.
ie'
es. The departure of their Majesties was an
Senator had three of his front teeth John Barrett and Burleigh Smart.
in me
iuviuckii : The
me ucuawi
the suengin
strength ana
and wjmiuiii
wisdom ui
of uw
the iProvincial
nounced by a salvo of twenty-one guns. The
y
Government,
of the knocked out, (two of them artificial) and wasi
L
. and‘ to the efficiency
•
**
•
•
• •
I 1 _ __ . __ — J
It1/1 •• A I-»
r-x
King, accompanied by the Princes, and at
Medical School of Maine.—Jedediah Cobb,
Marine department for protection.
They otherwise considerably maimed. Mr. Abrams,
tended likewise by hfs brilliant and numerous
also postponed embarking until they were ab however, was not induced to relinquish his M. D. of Cincinnati, Ohio, has been elected
staff, then inspected the ranks ofthe National
f.
solutely surrounded by the natives, not allow pugnacious hold, until the screams and en Professor of Anatomy and Surgery in this In
Guard and the troops of the line, mustered in
ing themselves to save their clothing or valu treaties of Mrs. Morris, (who had rushed to stitution. Professor Cobb has long been cel
e
review order on the Esplanade of the Inva
able effects, and some not even a shift of the rescue of her husband, now begging lus ebrated as an industrious and talented Sur
lides, the Quai d’Orsay, and finally in the
tily for quarters,) had excited his compassion. geon. He has travelled much in Europe, and
The party of Terror.—A correspondent of clothing. Our countryman, Mr. Upton, had
garden of the Tuileries, and after meeting or.
Soon as Morris found the hold of his as for several years has been Professor of Anato
barely time to flee on board, leaving his books,
some
of
the
English
journals
at
Paris,
under
every point with the most devoted and unaf
sailant relinquished, betook to his heels with my in one of the first institutions in Ohio.
&c.
in
his
counting
house,
which
were
fected expression of loyalty and attachment, the signature of 1. CL U. gives the following
no inconsiderable expedition. During his re
It should be recollected, that by an arrange
thrown into the street and destroyed.
their Majesties and the Royal family returned description of a party in France to which he
treat, however, he discovered a scythe hang ment made by the Faculty of the Medical
The
Indians
were
seen
firing
from
the
to the Palace of the Tuileries at a few min attributes the late attempt.to destroy the roy
ing upon a horse rack in front of a neighbor School, persons may enter for the vv.hole
al family.—We ought to premise that we do windows of the Consuls’ houses, at the En ing store, which he immediately seized, and course of Lectures, or attend a course ofLecutes past 6.
Reviewing the solemnities of yesterday, not believe in the existence of any such party glish marines stationed at Mr. Campbell’s with it rushed back upon his unarmed antag tures on Anatomy and Surgery, alone.
looking to the zealous attendance of the Na in France as is here described. There may house opposite, and the United States flag onist. Mr. Abrams now retreated a few steps
Bangor Advertiser.
tional Guards not only of Paris, but of the vi be individuals who answer to the description, was torn up.
with a view of picking up a brick bat near
It
was
supposed
the
slaughter
must
have
cinity, which alone, we should believe, a- and that there are such is proved by the
at hand, which having succeeded in getting,
Hon. Isaac Hill.—From disclosures made,
mounted to upwards of 60,000 men, and the crimes which they commit. Yet there is on been immense, as the motto of the Indians turnefl agiiin on Morris. Afethis rripjnent the .
has been u.epfmination of
whites an,d a
reception of the King by that class who form the whole probably not more crime in France more* cbmpTeSTisack of any city, probably latter threw the scythe at the former, which by1 the last New Hampshire Courier and En
quirer, it appears that this distinguished poli
emphatically the people—coupling with these than in Englund, and the perpetrators of these
passed close to his head without doing any tician has been guilty of the most reprehensi
demonstrations the spontaneous expression of crimes instead of acting in concert as an or never took place, than in this instance.
The brig Malta and sch. George, were, injury. Morris being now deprived of his ble and shameful abuse of the franking privi
horror and indignation at the crime heard ganized political party, are isolated beings
potent weapon, once more took to his heels, lege.
bound
to Maranham, full of passengers.
who
prey
upon
society,
of
which
they
can
from . the remotest quarters of France—it is
& thus saved himself from further castigation.
The
Br.
sloop
of
war
Race
Horse,
with
all
The Enquirer says: The mails are daily
impossible not to'come to the conclusion that j hardly be considered as members. We preSo unpopular is Morris with his neighbors groaning under the contents of packages and
the
English
merchants
on
board,
was
bound
in paying this generous debt of sympathy to | same it will prove that the wholesale assas
and so richly did they think he deserved the letters franked by Isaac Hill, for hipiselff
the honored dead, the victims of a blow aim sin who planned the overthrow ol the French for the same place in a few days.
The Indians had about 150 to 200 armed chastisement he received, that about a hun family, and party friends. We hope there
ed at the King, the country has also declared Monarchy by the destruction of the yoyal
dred of them gathered together in the eve
in language not to be mistaken, that its hope family, was without accomplices, or if any, men ; the President had 300 men under him, ning to celebrate the event. After serenading is not another man in the country so lost to a
ready
for
service,
and
several
pieces
of
artil

sense of what he owes to his station, in this
that
hé
had
very
few,
and
those
men
as
ob

of order, security, anti national prosperity, re
lery which were left unspiked and were fired Mr. Abrams, and firing numerous guns of re franking business, as is Isaac Hill. Not con
scure as himself.—Boston Daily Adv.
poses on the dynasty of Louis Phillippe.
at the whites by the natives during the re joicing, they quietly retired to their homes.
tent with franking bushels and bushels of
We are told that this is not the scheme,
Morris has since indicted Abrams ; but we circulars and letters for the N. H. Patriot of
treat.
plot
or
attack
of
a
political
party,
and
that
no
from England.—By the ship Marathon,
The British and Portuguese vessels of war understand that every lawyer in the county, fice, to cheat government out of its just dues,
which arrived here yesterday, we have re party is to be found in France capable of en- each landed from 90 to 100 men to assist the except Morris’ son-in-law, has volunteered in order to aid that overgrown and extreme
ceived our files of London papers to August courâging, organizing, or approving it. 1 do authorities, but seeing their pusilanimity, they in Abrams’defence. It is alledged that should ly rich establishment, but be must needs fill
5. The following extracts are of some inter not believe this. There is a party in France, 1 embarked again for their vessels.
he be fined, the amount, whatever it may be, every hole and corner of this State, and for
—the 1 party of terror”—whose political views
est.
will instantly be paid by the people, whoal- ought , we know, all New England, with
•most unanimously rejoice at the event.-JFAig-. franked circulars and letters for the Wash
London, Aug. 4.—We received last night, and system may be with propriety and justice
MAIL
ARTICLES
compared
to
this
“
machine
infernale.
”
A
by express, the Paris papers of Sunday, with
ington Globe.
letters from some of our Foreign Correspond portion of that party are republicans, but not
[From the Princeton Whig, of Friday.]
Michigan.—The Washington Globe of
After copying circulars, receipts, and ac
republicans
ofthe
Carrel
school,
but
of
the
ents.
Tuesday announced the appointment of John
We learned in Trenton yesterday that five knowledgments of services franked by Mr.
school
of
some
of
those
men
who
since
1830
The Paris Press continues occupied with
S. Horner of Virginia, to the office of Secre-. hundred and seventy four new suits have Hill, the Enquirer continues
We have it
the late attempt to assassinate the King—its have been the first to lead on the young, ig tary of the Territory of Michigan, in place of been commenced against the Trenton Dela in our power to continue, chapter after chap
norant,
inconsiderate
and
enthusiastic,
to
attending circumstances, immediate results,
Charles Shaler, who declined the appoint ware Bridge Company, for charging excess ter, these wicked abuses of the franking priv
and probable consequences. The -Ministeri emutes of the populace, and to insurrection. ment. It states also that Mr. Horner has ac of toll. These, jn addition to the 24 com ilege by Mr Hill. The originals of the aThese
men
will
tell
you,
both
in
public
and
al Journals, without relinquishing altogether
cepted the appointment and that he is now menced a few weeks since, make in all 598 bove are with us, which any one may see
their charge against the Republicans of at private, that Robespierre was “ too humane,” on his way to Detroit.
suits ; twelve of which have already been de who wishes to see them.”
that
1793
was
the
most
virtuous
period
of
least participation in the crime,, begin to ad
We learn from the National Intelligencer, cided by a Justice against the Bridge Compa
French
history,
that
too
few
victims
were
of

mit that the Carlists are suspected of having
that no orders had been given by the Govern ny, from'which an appeal has been taken to
Missouri.—It is ascertained by returns from
had the largest share in the plot, and its exe fered up on the blocks and on the scaffolds or of Ohio to march, and that no attempt the higher courts. The Company have been all the counties in Missouri, except two, most
ofthe
country,
that
the
reign
of
terror
was
a
cution-. The police, which it is now appa
would be made to hold a Court at Toledo on charging 62£ cents when the law, (as the of which are official, that Ashley and Harri
rent is good for nothing in a preventive sense, reign of virtue, and that blood must flow the 7th of this month, under the laws of Ohio, complainants say,) allows them only 50 cents son are elected members of Congress. Ash
down
the
streets
ofthe
French
metropolis
were on the traces of the conspirators and
the court not having been fully organized, for a four horse stage. They have reduced ley, one of the Whig candidates, had 12,763,
their abettors, in which latter class, our pri and of the large cities and towns of the coun and no Sheriff for the new County having the toll to 50 cents since the suits have been Harrison, one of the Van Buren candidates,
try,
before
“
liberty
”
can
be
established
in
vate letters intimate, many Noble names
been appointed. A correspondent of the commenced. The penalty is $30 fine for 10,724, Birch, (whig,) 8,757, and Strother,
were comprised. Congratulatory addresses France! 1 have heard many such declara New York Commercial Advertiser gives a each offence ; making in all the round sum of (Van Buren,) 10,583.
tions
from
many
of
the
heartless
and
wretchI different version of the affair, and represents $17,940, besides costs on each suit ; which, if
from all ranks and professions were arriving
; 4 Lx«-.»- tUrx
cttoflltl'l
momentarily to the King. One from the
| that the oefjrt ivoj
was ntinnorl
opened Kir
bystealth
and firlad- they should go against the Company, will
A fellow by the name of William Connor,
British residents of Paris, was to be presented tenues with the enmsou ra.e of assassina. =ed
^J^followtng ac- swell it to between 20 and $30,000.
(as he called himself,) from Belfast, said to
on Sunday last. On no occasion, in fact,
count is gjyen oy the Detroit Journal.
have been a graduate of the State Prison, en
had there been witnessed a more unanimous This is a political party in France, lhere
tered the Store of Mr. Leander Martin, of
DETROIT, SEPT. 10.
are
thousands
who
belong
to
it
;
I
do
not
say
Capt.
James
Riley
came
passenger
in
the
if
expression of horror at a crime nearly with
West Jefferson, on Saturday night last, by
The Ohio war.—From the recent war-like
out parallel, and of sincere pleasure at its millions, because millions do not, but many movements of Gov. Lucas, we were prepared brig William Tell, arrived last evening from breaking the door lock, and took therefrom
e
having failed in its principal object. The in thousands do. This party is composed of un to hear that the Ohio Warrior at the head of Swearah, Africa, brought with him a beauti clothes and other things, including a small
o
terment of the victims of the attempt of Gi principled men in private life, of bankrupts in his brave troops, had marched into Toledo ful cross breed Arabian and Barbary stud sum of money, to the value of about three
fortune
and
character,
of
disappointed
ambi

Horse,
3
years
old,
and
also
Rams
and
Ewes
rard was postponed to this day. The num
F
with flying colors, and triumphantly possess of the celebrated Todla breed, intended for hundred dollars. Search was made for the
tious
men,
of
lovers
of
war
for
the
sake
of
ber of dead, it is now ascertained, is 15 ; of
villain
on
Sunday
morning,
and
he
was
found
ed
himself
of
that
devoted
city.
The
loud
wounded, 27 ; Sir Granville Temple, an offi war, and of lovers of bloodshed for the poor note of preparation had been sounded from the improvement of the breed of Horses and about sixty rods from the store, in the edge of
cer of the 15th (British) Hussars, who was ri pleasure of shedding blood. They are men one brigade to another throughout Ohio, Sheep.—N. Y. Gazette
a swamp, in a state of intoxication, with a few
ding close to Marshal Mortier at the moment from twenty to forty years of age—but prin leading us to expect an overwhelming army
of the stolen articles and a half gallon pot of
cipally
about
thirty
—
and
are
headed
by
some
Lucifer Matches.—A friend of ours who
of the explosion of the infernal machine, was
wine beside him. He was immediately taken
of Buck-eyes to protect the court intended to.
grazed by two of the balls from it.
His men who are old enough to be their fathers. have been organized by Gov. Lucas at Tole was bound up the North River a few days into custody and on Monday was lodged in
horse was struck by another, and he himself They push you in the street—quarrel with do. We were prepared to hear that not less ago, happened to be early on board the Ohio, Wiscasset Jail for safe keeping. Search be
covered with the blood of the illustrious Mar you at the theatres—insult you in public and than “ fifteen thousand mounted volunteers” and so sat himself down on the back side of ing continued, most of the stolen goods were
private, for the purpose of creating agitation
the boat to read a book. As the bustle in
shal.^—Boston Daily Adv.
and getting up quarrels—and outrage all the were on the spot ready to engage in sanguin creased, and just as the boat was starting, a found on Tuesday, in the bushes, about a
feelings of humanity, because they have no ary conflict. We understand that Lucas was porter threw down a trunk at his feet, took mile from the store and in different direction
[From the late London papers.]
sentiment themselves of what is just, or pure, at Toledo on Sunday last in company with his two shillings of a countryman for his from that in which the prisoner was found,
Riots at Hamburgh and attack on the Jews. or honest, or virtuous, or noble. They re the Judges ; that in the dead hour of the night
carefully packed up and very little injured
—Hamburgh, Aug. 4.—This town has been joice in all sorts of revolutions, made by all an effort was made to organize a court, but, trouble, and hurried off. Directly our friend by the rain that fell on the day before.—About
discovered
an
impression
of
fire
on
his
olfac

again the scene of one of the most barbarous sorts of agents, and for all sorts of purposes. as the day light dawned, and the fearful
ten dollars in money was taken, nearly half
attacks upon the Jews that has ever been wit They, revel in agitation. They glory and re sound of the Woolverines was heard at a dis tory nerve, and looking about, beheld thè of whidh was found with the villian.
countryman
’
s
trunk
smoking
like
a
coal-pit.
nessed.
On Thursday night last, about 9 joice in human gore, and they are never so tance, it was deemed expedient forthwith to
Waldoboro* Patriot, of 17th inst.
o’clock, a premeditated attack (being known delighted as when feasting or glutting over adjourn the court. Whereupon Judges and On being opened, it exhibited a doleful muss.
several days previously) was made by some 50 the details of unparalleled crimes and horri Jurors started on a race with the gallant Gov In addition to a quantity of Lucifer matches,
Great Sale of Real Estate.—The Hasey Es
the countryman had furnished himself with
y
persons upon 6 or 8 Jews in the Alster Halle ble atocities.
ernor towards .¡the Black Swamp, where it a quantity of small torpedos which had also tate on the corner of Hammond and Central
iti
(a public resort,) who were forcibly thrust
was understood.trsharge was to be delivered exploded, so that the silks and calicoes for Streets, was sold at Auction yesterday. The
id
out, and every Jew entering was treated in
Late from Jamaica.—By the Orbit, Capt. to the Grand Jury, and the docket was to be the ladies, and the sugar plums for the chil lot was 66 1-2 ft. on Hammond Street, and
to
the same way. No one interfered ; a gener Mead, from Kingston, we have received our called.
dren, were all in ruins. The affair was hard 333 ft. on Central Street, and sold for the sum
ng.
al laugh accompanied the exit of each unfor files of Jamaica papers, to the 24th of Au
The attempt of Gov. Lucas to exercise ju ly over, when our friend walked to another of about $70,000. The entire front on Ham
air
tunate victim. Next day, no measures being gust inclusive.
risdiction over the disputed Territory has part of the boat, where several gentlemen of mond Street, was purchased by our enter
lay
taken by the authorities to prevent such dis
The dissatisfaction with the existing state proved a total failure. The men of Michigan his acquaintance were regaling themselves prising citizens, Messrs. E. & S. Smith,. op
ited
graceful proceedings, 40 respectable young of things under the new system, not only were on the ground, prompt to defend their
jred
with cigars, and behold, the pocket of one of posite whose splendid Block, the lot is situa
men of the Jewish persuasion determined continues but increases.
The representa rights, and prepared “ to do or die.” We re them was smoking almost as much as the ted. A few weeks since, one of our indm
atisupon employing force against force, and went tions ofthe governor, Lord Sligo, to the con joice that no blood has been shed, and that
trious mechanics procured a bond of tl
like
in the evening to the Alster Halle. Every trary effect, in his addresses to the house of the Belligerent Forces have returned into countryman’s trunk ! “ Mr.----- ,” said he, premises, on whose account it was sold. V
thing remained quiet till about 10 o’clock, assembly, as well as in his communications quarters. The numerous band of Indians, “ your pocket is on fire,”—and the gentleman learn he has made a neat profit of ab<U>
,E.
when they forced a young man out of the to the government at home, are contradicted under the old warrior Swosenwacken, were pulled out his linen cambric handkerchief, twelve thousand dollars.
which on coming to the air, blazed up beau
billiard room. This was the signal fora gen and very much censured.
early sent home : their services not being re tifully. The friction of throwing a bunch of'
Bangor Mechanic Farmer. _
eral attack, and the most Mestmctive and
The accounts from the windward Islands quired.—Detroit Journal.
matches back into his pocket after taking one
deadly strife took place. These 40 youug are similar. In St. Vincents the apprentices
Afflicting Casualty.—Three men were r^jce thatto light a cigar, had been sufficient to produce
men had to contend against 200 or 250 ruf i were still refractory, and refused to work.
Rape ofthe Lock for Rum.—A poor pitiful ignition. The countryman’s matches were turning from a gunning excursion at Broolexjsting
fians, and for some time remained victors. The case was the same in Demarara.
worshipper of the whiskey bottle in this exploded by the concussion of throwing down lyn, on Wednesday, when the gun of one c
After fighting an hour they had nearly ex
The approaching coffee crop is said to town, one day last week, being without the the trunk. In Germany severe laws have them was accidentally discharged, while h
hausted their strength, and must have sunk give promise of being most luxuriant, but wherewithal to celebrate the rites of his fie
under a fresh attack that was just taking place great apprehensions are expressed that it will ry god, went to his wife, and by fair or foul been passed against the having, making, or was getting into the wagon, and the conten? j g
passed through the head of Mr. Wm. SmitL1 ’ ‘
from without, when the military and police not be picked in, the apprentices being very means, induced her to cut off a beautiful using Lucifer matches.—JV. Y. Jour, of Com.
one of the party, who instantly expired—Ieaiere
arrived and put an end to the affray. .1 am refractory.—JV. Y. Commercial Adv.
There is an error in the above. Instead ing a wife and three children destitute of smjI1U/ H
head of hair, telling her among other things
sorry to say that it appeared a crime, even to
that short hair was all the fashion. No soon of Lucifer read Loco Foco matches. Lucifer port.—Salem Reg.
& Hf
the respectable class of citizens, that the Jews
_____ &
____________
i are reConvent Riots at Barcelona and Loss of er had the confiding wife complied with the matches are quite harmless, and very con r
dared to defend themselves, and in general
Giftof11 Gab?—We have known somepecand
lives.—Barcelona, July 24.—The news from demand, and made herself a perfect fright, venient and useful. They do not ignite
the remark was, that the Jews could keep
Reus is by no means gratifying. The peo than the wretch seized the prize and bore it with a touch, like the torpedo and Loco Foco, pie, who because they could talk fast anirm w-iIF
away, and if so no disturbance would take
ple there have burnt the convents of the Cap to a barber, who gave him two and three but by being drawn betwixt folded sand pa loud, have considered themselves great prod*11place—that it would do them good—and that
igies. And so they may be in some respecttheir
uchin and Carmelite friars, and have immo pence for it. He was of course beastly drunk per.
every two years they required to be treated
The following paragraph, however, from alelay, as
lated between twenty and thirty of the indi immediately.—Hampshire Gazette.
in this way. Saturday evening the same
The Phillips mansion in Tremont street, English paper, will not add much to theX6 ^rom<
viduals of those orders.
scenes occurred, by turning the Jews out of
SR,
A fire occurred in New York on Thurs Boston, which was stated to have been pur self-complacency.
the marquees, and demanding from them
The common fluency of speech in man^LL.
chased some weeks since by Mr. Sawyer of
[From
the
New
Aork
Gazette
of
12th
inst.]
day
last,
in
the
house
of
Mr.
Niblo,
who
keeps
four times the amount of the regular charge
men,' and most women,> is owing
scarcit
VI LlCUlli« ivi
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A REVOLUTION AT PARA,
the public garden, corner of Broadway and JLPortland,
for refreshments. The rabble also demolish
going a thorough demolition. It is said Mr. | °f matter and of words, for whoever is mas1
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ed the windows of about 20 houses inhabited
We learn from Capt. Tuttle, from Para, ar neous combustion. The large painting of S. has re-sold the estate to the company of ter of a language, and has a mind full of ideas
by Jews, and committed other excesses.
rived yesterday afternoon, that the Tapuli- the Israelites’ Departure from Egypt, which whom he purchased it, for $20,000 less than will be apt in speaking, to hesitate on thPartner>
Sunday followed in the same way. Monday
ans (natives) made an attack on Para on the was deposited in the house, was so much in he gave for it. The Advocate recommends choice of both ; whereas common speakeFet0^®
went off pretty quiet, but only because the
that another Tremont House be erected on have only one spt of words to clothe them ir
Jews remained within their houses, out ofthe night of the 14th August, succeeded in taking jured as to be rendered useless. Charles
and those are always ready and at thi eon“'
it on the 23d, and made a general massacre Freeman, a colored man, and waiter at the this site.
reach of their brutal assailants.
tongue’s end. So people come faster out oPatro^*
of all the white inhabitants they could get at, garden, lost his life in the flames. A woman
Pursuant to a call Signed by upwards of a a public place when it is almost empty, thaie cona"
From Arabia.—A letter from Bombay da the majority of which had taken boats and was detected with stolen property about her
mutual
thousand electors, the friends of William when a crowd is at the door.
ted Feb. 28, says-.—Accounts have been re went to the shipping on the first alarm. The to the amount of $200. Whole loss of prop
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ceived from the Red Sea, of the taking of
the city of Albany* on Thursday evening the
Mr. Houlton mentions in his Lecture, at i
Mocha and other places by the troops of the Mercator, which sailed 7 days before for this
---------$ --- -------- Society, a bulbous 1UU(
root
The barque Palestine, a fine vessel, has 10th of September, at 7 o’clock. The capitol jMedico-Botanico
Pacha of Egypt. The Arabian and Persian city, having lost all his effects, and was hap
was illuminated, and a large proportion ofthe ! which was found in the hand of a nwmmWy^,
Gulfs are very much infested by pirates. A py to escape with life. The brig was com been purchased at Boston for a company in audience assembled before the time designa-■ where it u
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probably
been for more .tha^
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vessel which left here with a valuable cargo pelled to leave all her papers. Commodore this town, to be fitted out for a Whaler,
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two months since, and several others, have
Vneintmav for
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thp Presidency.
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1 it grew with vigor.
great unanimity
mand two frigates, two corvettes, one brig Whaling vessel.-rSa/etn Reg.
been taken by them.

One dan later trom Paris—The ship Lo-1
ii
vena, at New York• from
Havre, p
1 ag brought
________ i
Paris papers to Aug. 7. There appeared
to
be some opposition to the severe law propo
sed for punishing the crimes of the press. It
was reported that M. Thiers was opposed to
the law.
The papers continue to give further partic
ulars respecting Fieschi. The Messenger of
the 1st, says, it is currently reported to-day,
that Fieschi alone acted under the influence
of the Duchess of Berri, who had been more
desirous of avenging her injuries as a wom
an, than of re-establishing her rights as the
mother of the pretender. We are assured
that an agent of this Princess named L------,
remained five days in Paris, but that the po
lice, always skilful, could not find him.
The Courrier Français adds, it is current
ly reported that Fieschi was employed by the
French police as a spy upon the movements
ofthe Duchess de Bern, and was gained over
bv her or her confidants, and that the attempt
of this man was made with the hope of get
ting à considerable sum of money. It is said
that in the depositions of persons intimate
with him, they have stated that he had boast
ed of soon being in possession of 80,000
francs.
The Journal du Commerce expresses the
Opinion,.formed from the conversations ofthe
influential deputies, that the law ofthe press
will not pass without material alterations.

